C Special Elections Friday in Lounge C

Electoral Committee Co-Chairman Bob Nadel reported Student Council Friday evening that Special Elections will be held Tuesday, October 23, 1956.

The entering freshmen will vote in their assembly from 12 on Friday. All offices in the Council were filled.

The Council received a letter from President Bessell G. Gallagher in which he stated that the students of the Baruch College are poor, many of them are needy foreign students, in aiding the people of Asia and urged the students to continue to aid the oppressed. They should not be permitted to be used as the community has every right to expect of them.

He assigned the right of private institutions to continue to receive gifts (Continued on Page 7)

City Faculty Group For H-Bomb Curb

Thirty-seven faculty members at Uptown City College, including fourteen scientists, "warmly endorsed" Adal E. Stevenson's proposal to halt further hydrogen bomb testing in the United States Association are fully in agreement with the establishment of the position of the President of the four municipal colleges back in April 1955. In doing so, the resolution was passed quite severely and the community has every right to expect of them. They were also stressed the importance of the oppressed. They should not be permitted to be used as the community has every right to expect of them.

He assigned the right of private institutions to continue to receive gifts (Continued on Page 7)

Wagner Proposes Funds To Aid College Students

Mayor Robert F. Wagner recently proposed that the federal government establish a national scholarship and fellowship program to give the students of New York City the opportunity to complete their education. Mayor Wagner announced this plan at a dinner held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel where he received the Charter Day Award of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

There were also stressed the importance of the oppressed. They should not be permitted to be used as the community has every right to expect of them. They were also stressed the importance of the oppressed. They should not be permitted to be used as the community has every right to expect of them.

He assigned the right of private institutions to continue to receive gifts (Continued on Page 7)
Drama Club Picks
'My Three Angels'

Hillman Talks
By UN Reps
Given Uptown

The City College Division of the Dramatic Society is sponsoring the play of "Our Gang" this fall, with the aim of encouraging more participation in the arts. The play is being directed by Professor C. E. Hillman, and will be performed in the Little Theatre on the campus.

The lectures will be given in the evening at the Upson Center, College of Education. The series is presented admission free for students, faculty, and staff. The lectures will cover a wide range of topics, including the history of American theatre and the art of playwriting. The lectures are open to the public and are a great opportunity for anyone interested in the arts.

My Three Angels" is a classic play by Noël Coward, performed in 1927. It is a satirical comedy about a middle-aged man who falls in love with a young woman and her teenage son. The play is known for its witty dialogue and how it comments on society and relationships in the 1920s.

The play has been adapted for film, television, and radio, with many different versions over the years. It has been performed on Broadway and in regional theatres across the United States. The play is a classic of the American theatre and is enjoyed by audiences of all ages.

The lectures on "Our Gang" will cover the history of the play, its evolution over time, and its impact on American theatre. The lectures will be held in the evening at the Upson Center, College of Education. The series is presented admission free for students, faculty, and staff. The lectures will cover a wide range of topics, including the history of American theatre and the art of playwriting. The lectures are open to the public and are a great opportunity for anyone interested in the arts.
Survey Shows Lack of Spirit

The City College Fund

The New York Times described the efforts of the Bartuch School to raise funds for its operations and to provide financial aid to its students. The college, which was in financial difficulties, was able to secure a loan of $25,000 from a local bank, and the funds were used to pay off a number of overdue bills. The president of the college, Dr. Gallagher, stated that he expected the college to be in a better financial position within the year.

The Hour Glass

The Ticker

By Wallace S. Nathan

The White Plains Community Theatre has closed its season with a production of "Lady Chatterley's Love." The play, which was directed by Russell S. Fielding, was well received by the audience. The cast included several familiar faces from previous productions, including the leading lady, Miss Elizabeth Lawrence, and the stage manager, Mr. J. W. Smith.

The Rusty Wheel

Censorship in the United States

By Batch Cohen

The college's student newspaper, The Ticker, was criticized for its lack of coverage of political issues. The student editor, Miss Kathryn Smith, stated that the newspaper was underfunded and that it was unable to cover as many stories as it would like.

Expect Serene Halloween Day

Calls Cityites Good Tipplers

By Evelyn Parker

Evelyn Parker was a popular and respected member of the city's political community. She was known for her strong leadership skills and her ability to inspire others. She was often called upon to speak at political events and was respected for her knowledge of the issues.

Professor Albert P. Andrea, a graduate of the class of 1918, who is interested in the welfare of the lower classes, has been appointed to the newly created position of special assistant to the president of the college. Andrea, who is a member of the faculty, will be responsible for the development of new programs and the expansion of existing ones. He is expected to make a significant contribution to the college's mission.

Evelyn Parker, who is the editor of The Ticker, the college's student newspaper, was known for her strong leadership skills and her ability to inspire others. She was often called upon to speak at political events and was respected for her knowledge of the issues.

The importance of education in public institutions in areas where General Electric has been active has been highlighted by the work of Professor D. H. Lawrence. Lawrence, who is known for his innovative teaching methods, has been instrumental in bringing new ideas to the college.

The Barnum School

It seems rather poor planning to spend a half-million dollars on a new building when there is already a building that is adequate for the purpose. The Board of Education's decision is surprising, as it appears to be based on the assumption that the building will be sold or demolished and a new building or buildings will be constructed on another site.

Our Elevator Operators

The operators of the elevator in the student center were exhibiting the School's elevator operators. Students said that the operators were efficient and friendly, but that they were sometimes slow to answer questions.

Letters

To the Editor of the TICKER:

As a member of the faculty, I would like to express my concern about the current state of student affairs at the college. The student body is facing many challenges, including financial difficulties and a lack of resources. I urge the administration to take action to address these issues.

Richard J. D'Andrea, Professor

Dr. Gallagher always took the part of the schoolmaster. He is taunted throughout the play by everyone that he is a timid boy who is accused of having homosexual relations "with a professor." Dos Passos and Zola... And the Legion of Decency continued to add to its blacklist, including the works of Hemingway, Faulkner, and other authors. The organization was instrumental in letting as many foreign films as it could into the picture.
WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

If you are just starting college in the "Class of 1960," you may want to take a look at where you are going. Here is a guide to help you decide what you want to do.

**Marketing Services**

General Electric Company
Schenectady 3, N. Y.

Are you looking for a career in marketing? Then you should consider General Electric. The company is looking for people who are interested in sales and marketing.

Write to: Technical Personnel Placement
Central Electric Company
Richland, Washington

Career and knowing what is expected will make it possible for you to find a career of your choice. Why be caught short? Selecting a major in college placement becomes a binder entitled "Career Information."
City Sinks Aggies; Wostl Boots Two

By Ron Cooper

Paced by Wolfgang Wostl, the City College soccer team beat Long Island Agricultural College Saturday at Lewishohn Stadium. The victory is the Lavender's fourth straight, as against no defeats.

Wostl was high scorer with two goals, but more important is the fact that Novak Masonovich came one goal nearer to the Metropolitan Soccer League scoring record. He has ten goals and is within two goals of tying Johnny Koutsantinou's record of twelve, set in 1954.

Playing over-powering soccer, the Beavers scored in every half and kept the Aggie offense off balance with fine footwork, that City College's defense had to make only four saves during the entire game.

Not a team to be kept scoreless for long, City opened the second quarter with a six-pointer against the visiting team. Lightning fast play started by Danny McElrain and Wostl, each with credit to assists. Hamilton, Parsons Collide

Wostl opened the scoring at 6:10 of the first quarter, when, after a pass from Bob LeMestre, he "headed" the ball into the net from ten yards out. Showing more spirit than talent, the Aggies countered with a skull heading, but Wostl, despite a collision with Karlsen from further scoring in this period.

Final Goal

The third quarter was highlighted by Wostl's second goal, and the fancy footwork of Beaver defensemen LeMestre, Billy Mund and McElrain.

Wostl's goal came at 5:17 and was socred on a quick boot from twenty yards out. This proved to be the last goal of the game; and the way both teams played the last quarter, the game could have ended right there.

The victory, City's fourth in a row, is the Beaver's twenty-twelfth straight in Metropolitan Soccer League competition.

Hill and Dalers Win Crossfield First Aga

Randy Crossfield paced the City College cross-country team to its third straight victory Saturday at Van Alstyne Park as the Beavers edged Fairleigh Dickinson. Crossfield finished first in 28:16. He now has two and a probable third New Jersey on his heels.

This is the second dual meet won by the Beaver week, Brooklyn College proving easy picking. The hill and daler runners in the first five slots out the Kingsmen.

Wolfe Calls for Candidates For Frosh, Baruch Teams

George Wolfe, coach of the freshman and Baruch basketball teams, has issued a call for candidates for both frosh and varsity squads.

Tryouts for the frosh squad from the rest four candidates. Wolfe is unhappy because very few Baruchians have gone out for the new quartet, so far. He says that the Baruch School usually supplies enough players to the team and he expects to see some frosh at the next practice.

No captain has been selected for the team, as yet. Wolfe will pick his captains in the next two weeks, he'll know, more or less, how his team will shape up.

Wolfe took over the reigns as coach of the frosh squad when Nat Holman took a sabbatical to the center-halfback position. A newcomer to that slot, he showed his ability and sportsmanship on the field.

Masonovich Predicts In West Point Encoun

Novak Masonovich, a senior majoring in Economics and described by those who know him as "a great guy, who displays his ability and sportsmanship on the field, come into the limelight.

Well on his way toward the Metropolitan Soccer League scoring record of thirteen goals set by "Nat" Holman, Masonovich is also listed as a probable first four league games remaining, his chances of breaking the record seem good.

Soccermen Slated to Face Army, Brooklyn In Revenge Tussles Tomorrow, Saturday

The United States Military Academy will play host to the City College soccer squad this week. The Saturday contest will take place at the Kingsman's home field. Last year the Leaver MBA got a cracker in Brooklyn in a tense overtime game, 2-1.

CCNY Unbeaten

Army, which has always been a big spot on the City schedule, will be facing a stronger Beaver squad this week. The army has been selected in four league games.

Last year, the Lavender won in a driving rainstorm as Wolfgang Wostl's goal broke a 2-2 tie with five minutes remaining in the game.

The Knights are pointing for this game, just as the Lavender was last year because Army placed the lone blemish on the Beaver record in 1954.

Brooklyn Weakens

As for Brooklyn, the Kingsmen have a team which is not as strong as last year's, according to Carl Reilly, coach of the team. Reilly, who has been coaching Brooklyn College soccer teams for the past eleven years says, "Anytime we beat City—especially the many times we've played and beaten them when we were underdogs, well, I get a kick out of it."

So far this season, Brooklyn has lost to "Kings Point and to Queens. At present, the Maroon is in a third place tie with Queens College.

The Kingsman will count on Dick Beyer who was switched to the center-halfback position from goal. Chuck Vlasich was shifted to fullback to bolster the defense and Tony Peluso, goalie.

Chiotis Hurt

A doubtful starter for Brooklyn is Lou Cien, who was injured in the Kings Point encounter. Cien broke both contact with a Mariner and was thrown into the air. He landed face down and was removed from the game. His ankle was injured; however, there is a strong possibility he will play in the City encounter.

Shelly Coburn, who was recently given an ankle injury, is also listed as a probable starter.

Tickets

Tickets are still available for the long-awaited City College's trip to the Garden City, Long Island, November 2 to see the City College team play Adelphi. Gary Strum, president of the club, has announced that a pie< could be arranged in the Garden Park with a free follow the game. The buses leave from City Hall Park a.m. Tickets priced at $2 are available in 211B.